The transformed l 1 penalty (TL1) functions are a one parameter family of bilinear transformations composed with the absolute value function. When acting on vectors, the TL1 penalty interpolates l 0 and l 1 similar to l p norm (p ∈ (0, 1)). In our companion paper, we showed that TL1 is a robust sparsity promoting penalty in compressed sensing (CS) problems for a broad range of incoherent and coherent sensing matrices.
the best for highly coherent sensing matrices (an individual event champion). In contrast, the DCAs of TL1 are the most robust (consistently ranked in the top among existing algorithms) for coherent and incoherent sensing matrices alike (an all around champion).
In this paper, as companion of [19] , we develop robust and effective IT algorithms for TL1 regularized minimization with evaluation on CS test problems. The TL1 penalty is a one parameter family of bilinear transformations composed with the absolute value function.
The TL1 parameter, denotes by letter 'a', plays a similar role as p for l p penalty. If 'a' is small (large), TL1 behaves like l 0 (l 1 ). If 'a' is near 1, TL1 is similar to l 1/2 . However, a strikingly different phenomenon is that the TL1 thresholding function is in closed form for all values of parameter 'a'. Moreover, we found subcritical and supercritical parameter regimes of TL1 thresholding functions with thresholds expressed in different formulas. The subcritical TL1 thresholding functions are continuous similar to the soft-thresholding (a.k.a. shrink) function of l 1 . The supercritical TL1 thresholding functions have jump discontinuities similar to l 1/2 or l 2/3 . The solutions of TL1 regularized minimization problem satisfy a fixed point representation involving matrix multiplication and thresholding only. Direct fixed point iterative (TL1IT-s1), semi-adaptive (TL1IT-s2) and adaptive iterative schemes (TL1IT-s3) are proposed. The semi-adaptive scheme updates the sparsity regularization parameter λ based on the sparsity estimate of the solution. The adaptive scheme (TL1IT-s3) also updates the TL1 parameter 'a', however only doing the subcritical thresholding. The TL1IT-s1 keeps all parameters constant, and is suitable for more general application where the sparsity of solution is totally unknown. The constant parameters have to be cross-validated for good performance. The TL1IT-s2 (TL1IT-s3) is better when the sparsity of solution is either known or approximately known (estimated). We carried out extensive sparse signal recovery experiments on test CS problems for TL1IT-s2, TL1IT-s3, hard and half-thresholding algorithms. For Gaussian sensing matrices with positive covariance, TL1IT-s2 leads the pack and half-thresholding is the second. TL1IT-s3 is the second if the covariance is zero. For coherent over-sampled discrete cosine transform (DCT) matrices, TL1IT-s2 is again the leader and with considerable margin. TL1IT-s3 gradually overtakes hard and half thresholding algorithms as coherence increases. The half thresholding algorithm drops to the distinct last.
In the presence of measurement noise, the results are similar with TL1IT-s2 maintaining its leader status in both classes of random sensing matrices. That TL1IT-s2 fairs much better than TL1IT-s3 may be attributed to the two built-in thresholding values. The early iterations are observed to go between the subcritical and supercritical regimes frequently. Both TL1IT-s2 and TL1IT-s3 are stable and robust when exact sparsity of solution is replaced by rough estimates as long as the number of linear measurements exceeds a certain level.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give an overview of TL1 minimization. In section 3, we derive the TL1 thresholding functions in closed form and show their continuity properties with some details of the proof left in the appendix. The analysis is elementary yet delicate, and makes use of the Cardano formula on roots of cubic polynomials and algebraic identities. The fixed point representation for the TL1 regularized optimal solution follows. In section 4, we propose three TL1IT schemes and derive the parameter update formulas for TL1IT-s2 and TL1IT-s3 based on the thresholding functions. In section 5, numerical experiments on CS test problems are carried out for TL1IT-s2, TL1IT-s3, hard and half thresholding algorithms on Gaussian and over-sampled DCT matrices with a broad range of coherence. The TL1IT-s2 is the outstanding leader in all cases, which shows that it inherits well the robust and effective sparsity promoting capability of TL1 [19] . Concluding remarks are in section 6.
Overview of TL1 Minimization
The transformed l 1 functions (TL1) are ρ a (|t|) with:
where the parameter a ∈ (0, +∞), see [13] for its unbiasedness, sparsity and continuity properties in variable selection problems. TL1 interpolates the l 0 and l 1 norms as
In Fig. 1 , level lines of TL1 on the plane are shown at small and large values of parameter a, resembling those of l 1 (at a = 100), l 1/2 (at a = 1), and l 0 (at a = 0.01).
Let us define:
and consider the constrained TL1 minimization problem: Ax − y 2 2 + λP a (x).
(2.4)
The exact and stable recovery by TL1 for (2.3) under the Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) conditions is established in the companion paper [19] . Also the difference of convex function algorithms (DCA) for (2.3) and (2.4) are presented and compared with state-of-theart CS algorithms on sparse signal recovery problems with the finding that TL1 is always a top performer in RIP and non-RIP categories alike (an all around champion). We shall discuss the thresholding property of TL1 penalty in comparison with l p (p = 0, 1/2, 2/3, 1)
in the next section.
Thresholding Representation and Closed-Form Solutions
The thresholding theory and algorithms for l 0 (hard-thresholding [2, 1] ) and l 1 (soft-thresholding, [7, 6] ) are well-known. Recently, closed form thresholding representation theory and algorithms for l p (p = 1/2, 2/3) regularized problems are found [14, 5] based on Cardano's root formula of cubic polynomials. Here for TL1 penalty, we derive the closed form representation of optimal solution for all positive values of parameter a.
Let us consider the unconstrained TL1 regularized problem (2.4) :
whose first order optimality condition is:
Next we multiply a constant µ on both sides of (3.1) and add vector x to get:
Define the following two operators: 
(3.5)
The inequality t * 1 ≤ t * 3 ≤ t * 2 holds. The equality is realized if λ = a 2 2(a+1) (Appendix A). Define sgn(·) to be the standard signum function with sgn(0) = 0. Furthermore, the largest root y 0 is given by
2. If x < −t * 1 , there are also 3 distinct real roots of cubic polynomial:
Furthermore, the smallest root denoted by y 0 , is given by y 0 = g λ (x).
Proof.
1. First, we consider the case: x > t * 1 . Make the change of variables η = y + a in the cubic equation:
(a + y) 2 y − x(a + y) 2 + λa(a + 1) = 0, we have the equation:
whose discriminant is:
Since x ≥ t * , △ > 0, thus there are three distinct real roots for this cubic equation.
Next, we change variables as η = t + a 3 + x 3 = y + a. The relation between y and t is:
In terms of t, the cubic polynomial is turned into a depressed cubic as:
where p = −(a + x) 2 /3, and q = λa(a + 1) − 2(a + x) 3 /27. The three roots in trigonometric form are:
where ϕ = arccos(1 − 27λa(a+1) 2(a+x) 3 ). Then t 2 < 0, and t 0 > t 1 > t 2 . By the relation y = t − 2a 3 + x 3 , the three roots in variable y are: y i = t i − 2a 3 + x 3 , for i = 1, 2, 3. So y 0 > y 1 > y 2 . Also one can further check that y 0 ≤ x and y 2 < 0, and the largest root y 0 = g λ (x), at x > t * 1 .
2. Next, we discuss the roots when x < −t * 1 . Recall the cubic equation:
(a − y) 2 y − x(a − y) 2 − λa(a + 1) = 0.
Here we set: η = a − y, and t = η + x 3 − a 3 . So y = −t + x 3 + 2a 3 . By a similar analysis as in part 1), the smallest solution is
. It follows that the smallest root y 0 = g λ (x), at x < −t * 1 .
Next let us define the function:
Theorem 3.1. The optimal solution of y * = arg min y f λ (y) is a threshold function of the form:
where g λ (·) is defined in (3.6) , and the threshold parameter t depends on λ as follows:
1. if λ ≤ a 2 2(a+1) (sub-critical and critical),
Proof. Let us proceed according to x = 0; x > 0; x < 0.
1. x = 0.
Then f λ (y) = 1 2 y 2 + λρ a (|y|). Here the two functions 1 2 y 2 and λρ a (|y|) are both increasing for y > 0, and decreasing for y < 0. Thus f (0) is the minimizer for function f λ (y).
We have y * = 0, when x = 0.
2. x > 0.
Since 1 2 (y−x) 2 and λρ a (|y|) are both decreasing for y < 0, our optimal solution will only be obtained from nonnegative values. We just need to consider all positive stationary points for function f λ (y) and compare them with point 0.
In the case y > 0, we have:
determines the convexity for the function f (y).
is always positive, thus the optimal value y * = 0.
So the value for y * is :
is decreasing and then increasing, with minimum at point y = (2λa(
is always increasing. Thus optimal value y * = 0.
2.2.2) When t
is decreasing first, and then increasing. There is only one positive stationary point and it is the optimal solution. Using Lemma 3.1, we have y * = g λ (x).
2.2.3) When t
Thus function f λ (y) is first increasing, then decreasing and finally increasing. So there are two positive stationary points and the largest root is a local minima. By Lemma 3.1, this largest root is y 0 = g λ (x). So we need to compare the values of f λ (0) and f λ (y 0 ).
, y * = 0; and if x > t * 3 , y * = y 0 = g λ (x). To summarize, we have:
under the condition λ > a 2 2(a+1) .
3. x < 0.
Note that inf
. The formula obtained in the x > 0 case extends to the x < 0 case by odd symmetry.
Formula (3.9) holds.
Summarizing results from all cases, the proof is complete.
Next, we show that the optimal solution of the TL1 regularized problem can be expressed as a thresholding operation. Let us introduce two auxiliary objective functions. For any given positive parameters λ, µ and vector z ∈ ℜ N , define:
(3.13)
We first prove the following
for any fixed µ, a , λ and z, then there exists a positive number t = t * 2 1 λµ≤ a 2 2(a+1)
, defined in Theorem 3.1, such that: for i = 1, 2, · · · , N. Here the function g λµ (·) is same as (3.6) with parameter λµ in place of λ.
Proof. The second auxiliary objective function can be rewritten as 15) which implies that
Since each component x i is decoupled, the above minimum can be calculated by minimizing with respect to each x i individually. For the component-wise minimization, the objective function is :
Then by Theorem (3.1), the proof of our Lemma is complete.
Based on Lemma 3.2, we have the following representation theorem.
T is a TL1 regularized solution of (2.4) with a and λ being positive constants, and 0 < µ < A −2 , then let t = t * 2 1 λµ≤ a 2 2(a+1)
, the optimal solution satisfies (3.19) for any x ∈ ℜ N . So it shows that x * is a minimizer of C µ (x, x * ) as long as x * is a TL1 solution of (2.4). In view of Lemma (3.2), we finish the proof.
TL1 Thresholding Algorithms

Thresholding Operator G λµ,a and TL1IT-s1
An efficient numerical method for the optimization problem (2.4) is by fixed point iteration:
where for x ∈ ℜ N , G λµ,a (x) = (G λµ,a (x 1 ), ..., G λµ,a (x N )), and G λµ,a (·) is the thresholding operator:
Recall that the thresholding parameter t is:
This algorithm will be called the TL1IT scheme 1, abbreviated as TL1IT-s1 and summarized in Algorithm 1 below. Two adaptive IT algorithms will be introduced later.
Algorithm 1: TL1 Thresholding Algorithm -TL1IT-s1
Initialize:
is the threshold value. Since t ≥ t * 3 = 2λµ(a + 1) − a 2 , the larger the λ, the larger the threshold value t, and therefore the sparser the solution from the thresholding algorithm.
It is interesting to compare the TL1 thresholding function with the hard/soft thresholding function of l 0 /l 1 regularization, and the half thresholding function of l 1/2 regularization.
These three functions ( [2, 6, 14] ) are:
and In Fig. 2 , we plot the closed-form thresholding formulas (3.9) for λ ≤ and > a 2 2(a+1) respectively. We see that when λ < a 2 2(a+1) , the TL1 threshold function is continuous (Appendix C), same as soft-thresholding function. While if λ > a 2 2(a+1) , the TL1 thresholding function has a jump discontinuity at threshold, similar to half-thresholding function.
Semi-Adaptive Thresholding Algorithm -TL1IT-s2
We begin with formulating an optimality condition on the regularization parameter λ, which serves as the basis for the parameter selection and updating in this semi-adaptive algorithm.
Let us consider the so called k-sparsity problem for (2.4). The solution is k-sparse by prior knowledge or estimation. For any µ, denote B µ (x) = x + µA T (b − Ax) and |B µ (x)| is the vector from taking absolute value of each entry of B µ (x). Suppose that x * is the TL1 solution, and without loss of generality,
Then, the following inequalities hold:
where t is our threshold value.
(4.8)
It follows that
The above estimate helps to set optimal regularization parameter. A choice of λ * is
(4.9)
In practice, we approximate x * by x n in (4.9), so
(4.10)
This way, we have an adaptive iterative algorithm without pre-setting the regularization parameter λ. The TL1 parameter a is still free (to be selected), thus the algorithm is overall semi-adaptive, TL1IT-s2 for short and summarized in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: TL1 Thresholding Algorithm -TL1IT-s2
Initialize: x 0 ; µ 0 = (1−ε) A 2 and a; while not converged do 
Adaptive Thresholding Algorithm -TL1IT-s3
We set out to choose a = a n in each iteration such that the inequality λ n ≤ a 2 n 2(an+1)µn holds to simplify the thresholding and test whether having two thresholds in TL1IT-s2 makes a difference. The thresholding scheme is now simplified to just one threshold parameter t = t * 2 . Putting λ = a 2 2(a+1)µ at critical value, the parameter a is expressed as:
The threshold value is:
Let x * be the TL1 optimal solution. Then we have the following inequalities:
So, for parameter λ, we have:
Once the value of λ is determined, the parameter a is given by (4.11).
Algorithm 3: Adaptive TL1 Thresholding Algorithm -TL1IT-s3
; a n = λ n µ + (λ n µ) 2 + 2λ n µ;
In the iterative method, we approximate the optimal solution x * by x n . The resulting parameter selection is:
a n = λ n µ n + (λ n µ n ) 2 + 2λ n µ n .
(4.14)
In this algorithm (TL1IT-s3 for short), only parameter µ is fixed and µ ∈ (0, A −2 ).
The summary is below (Algorithm 3).
Numerical Experiments
In this section, we carried out a series of numerical experiments to demonstrate the performance of the TL1 thresholding algorithms: semi-adaptive TL1IT-s2 and adaptive TL1IT-s3.
All the experiments here are conducted by applying our two algorithms to sparse signal recovery in compressed sensing. Two classes of randomly generated sensing matrices are used to compare our algorithms with the state-of-the-art iterative thresholding solvers: Hardthresholding [1] , Half-thresholding [14] . Here we compare only the non-convex iterative thresholding methods, and did not include the soft-thresholding algorithm. The two classes of random matrices are: 1) Gaussian matrix.
2) Over-sampled discrete cosine transform (DCT) matrix with factor F .
All our tests were performed on a Lenovo desktop: 16 GB of RAM and Intel Core processor i7 − 4770 with CPU at 3.40GHz × 8 under 64-bit Ubuntu system.
The TL1 thresholding algorithms do not guarantee a global minimum in general, due to nonconvexity of the problem. Indeed we observe that TL1 thresholding with random starts may get stuck at local minima especially when the matrix A is ill-conditioned (e.g. A has a large condition number or is highly coherent). A good initial vector x 0 is important for thresholding algorithms. In our numerical experiments, instead of having x 0 = 0 or random, we apply YALL1 (an alternating direction l 1 method, [15] ) a number of times, e.g. 20 times, to produce a better initial guess x 0 . This procedure is similar to algorithm DCATL1 [19] initiated at zero vector so that the first step of DCATL1 reduces to solving an unconstrained l 1 regularized problem. For all these iterative algorithms, we implement a unified stopping criterion as x n+1 −x n x n ≤ 10 −8 or maximum iteration step equal to 3000.
Optimal Parameter Testing for TL1IT-s2
In TL1IT-s2, the parameter 'a' is still free. When 'a' tends to zero, the penalty function approaches the l 0 norm. We tested TL1IT-s2 on sparse vector recovery with different 'a' values, varying among {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 100 }. In this test, matrix A is a 128×512 random matrix, generated by multivariate normal distribution ∼ N (0, Σ). Here the covariance matrix
The true sparse vector x * is also randomly generated under Gaussian distribution, with sparsity k from the set {8 10 12 · · · 32}.
For each value of 'a', we conducted 100 test runs with different samples of A and x * . The recovery is successful if the relative error: xr−x * 2
x * 2 ≤ 10 −2 . Fig. (3) shows the success rate vs. sparsity using TL1IT-s2 over 100 independent trials for various parameter a and sparsity k. We see that the algorithm with a = 1 is the best among all tested parameter values. Thus in the subsequent computation, we set the parameter a = 1. The parameter µ = 0.99 A 2 .
Signal Recovery without Noise
Gaussian Sensing Matrix
The sensing matrix A is drawn from N (0, Σ), the multi-variable normal distribution with covariance matrix Σ = {(1 − r) 1 (i=j) + r} i,j , where r ranges from 0 to 0.8. The larger the r, the more difficult it is to recovery the true sparse vector. The matrix A is 128 × 512, and the sparsity k varies among {5 8 11 · · · 35}. We compare the four IT algorithms in terms of success rate averaged over 50 random trials. A success is recorded if the relative error of recovery is less than 0.001. The success rate of each algorithm is plotted in Fig. 4 with parameter r from the set: {0 0.1 0.2 0.3}.
We see that all four algorithms can accurately recover the signal when r and sparsity k are both small. However, the success rates decline, along with the increase of r and sparsity k. At r = 0, the two TL1 schemes both recover almost all testing signals from different sparsity. Half thresholding algorithm maintains nearly the same high success rates with a slight decrease when k ≥ 26. At r = 0.1, 0.2, TL1IT-s3 declines sharply and lags behind the other three algorithms, while maintaining a small margin with hard thresholding. At r = 0.3, TL1IT-s2 leads the half thresholding algorithm with a small margin. In all cases, TL1IT-s2 outperforms the other three, while the half thresholding algorithm is the second.
That TL1IT-s3 is not as competitive as TL1IT-s2 may be attributed to its limited thresholding value, which shows that utilizing double thresholding values is helpful for TL1IT.
Over-sampled DCT Sensing Matrix
The over-sampled DCT matrices [11, 12] are:
and ω is a random vector, drawn uniformly from (0, 1) M .
(5.1) Such matrices appear as the real part of the complex discrete Fourier matrices in spectral estimation and super-resolution problems [4, 11] . An important property is their high coherence measured by the maximum of absolute value of cosine of the angles between each pair of column vectors of A. For a 100 × 1000 over-sampled DCT matrix at F = 10, the coherence is about 0.9981, while at F = 20 the coherence of the same size matrix is typically 0.9999.
The sparse recovery under such matrices is possible only if the non-zero elements of solution x are sufficiently separated. This phenomenon is characterized as minimum separation in [4] , with minimum length referred as the Rayleigh length (RL). The value of RL for matrix A is equal to the factor F . It is closely related to the coherence in the sense that larger F corresponds to larger coherence of a matrix. We find empirically that at least 2RL is necessary to ensure optimal sparse recovery with spikes further apart for more coherent matrices.
Under the assumption of sparse signal with 2RL separated spikes, we compare the four A success is recorded if the relative recovery error is less than 0.001. The success rate is averaged over 50 random realizations. Fig. 5 shows success rates for the four algorithms with increasing factor F from 2 to 8. Along with the increasing F , the success rates for the algorithms decrease, though at different rates of decline. In all plots, TL1IT-s2 is the best with the highest success rates, with TL1IT-s3 as the second. At F = 2, both half thresholding and hard thresholding successfully recover signal in the regime of small sparsity k. However when F becomes larger, the half thresholding algorithm deteriorates sharply. Especially at F = 8, it lies almost flat. Again TL1IT-s3 lags behind TL1IT-s2.
Signal Recovery in Noise
Let us consider recovering signal in noise based on the model y = Ax + ε, where ε is drawn from independent Gaussian ε ∈ N (0, σ 2 ) with σ = 0.01. The non-zero entries of sparse vector x are drawn from N (0, 4). In order to recover signal with certain accuracy, the error ε can not be too large. So in our test runs, we also limit the noise amplitude as |ε| ∞ ≤ 0.01.
Gaussian Sensing Matrix
Here we use the same method in Part B to obtain Gaussian matrix A. Parameter r and sparsity k are in the same set {0 0.2 0.4 0.5} and {5 8 11 ... 35}. Due to the presence of noise, it becomes harder to accurately recover the original signal x. So we tune down the requirement for a success to relative error x r −x x ≤ 10 −2 . The numerical results are shown in Fig. 6 . In this experiment, TL1IT-s2 again has the best performance, with half thresholding algorithm as the second. At r = 0, both TL1IT schemes are robust and recover signals successfully in almost all runs, which is the same case in both noisy and noiseless conditions. Relative error of 0.01 or under qualifies for a success. In this case, TL1IT-s2 is also the best numerical method, same as in the noise free tests. It degrades most slowly under high coherence sensing matrices (F = 6, 8). 
Over-sampled DCT Matrix
Robustness under Sparsity Estimation
In the previous numerical experiments, the sparsity of the problem is known and used in all thresholding algorithms. However, in many applications, the sparsity of problem may be hard to know exactly. Instead, one may only have a rough estimate of the sparsity. How is the performance of the TL1IT thresholding algorithms when the exact sparsity k is replaced by a rough estimate ?
Here we perform simulations to verify the robustness of TL1IT algorithms with respect to sparsity estimation. Different from previous examples, Fig. 8 shows mean square error In Fig. 8 , we see that both TL1IT schemes are robust with respect to sparsity estimation when M > 270. In other words, TL1IT schemes can withstand the estimation error if given enough measurements. TL1It-s2 again achieves better results than TL1IT-s3.
Remark 5.1. From our numerical experiments, it is clear that semi-adaptive TL1IT-s2 works better than TL1IT-s3. Most likely the two threshold values helped TL1IT-s2. We noticed in our computation that at the beginning of iterations, the λ n 's cross the critical value a 2 2(a+1)µ frequently. Later on, they tend to stay on one side, depending on the sensing matrix A. However, the sub-critical threshold is utilized for all A's in TL1IT-s3.
Conclusion
We have studied compressed sensing problem with the transformed l 1 penalty function for unconstrained regularization model. We established a precise thresholding representation theory with closed form thresholding formula, and proposed three iterative thresholding schemes for TL1 regularization. The TL1 thresholding function can be either continuous (as in soft-thresholding of l 1 ) or discontinuous (as in half-thresholding of l 1/2 ) depending on whether the parameters belong to the subcritical or supercritical regime. Correspondingly, there are two parameter setting strategies for regularization parameter λ, when the k-sparsity problem is solved.
Numerical experiments showed that the semi-adaptive TL1It-s2 algorithm is the best performer for sparse signal recovery under sensing matrices of a broad range of coherence and under controlled measurement noise. TL1IT-s2 is also robust under sparsity estimation error.
In future work, we plan to analyze convergence of TL1IT algorithms and apply them to imaging processing among other higher dimensional problems.
Thus for nonnegative parameter λ = β 2 , it is always true that P (λ) ≥ 0. Therefore, we have t * 1 ≤ t * 3 . They are equal to a/2 if and only if λ = a 2 2(a+1) .
So inequality t * 3 ≤ t * Plugging this formula into g λ (t * 3 ) shows that g λ (t * 3 ) = 2λ(a + 1) − a = t * 3 − a/2. So t * 3 is a root for function w(t) and t * 3 ∈ (t * 1 , t * 2 ).
2. Second we prove that the function w(x) changes sign at x = t * 3 . Notice that according to Lemma 3.1 , g λ (x) is the largest root for cubic polynomial P (t) = t(a + t) 2 − x(a + t) 2 + λa(a + 1), if x > t * 1 . Take t = x, we know P (x) = λa(a + 1) > 0. Let us consider the value of P (x − a/2).
It is easy to check that: P (x − a/2) < 0 ⇔ x > t * 3 .
(a) x ∈ (t * 3 , t * 2 ). We will have P (x − a/2) < 0 and P (x) > 0. While also the largest solution of P (t) = 0 is t = g λ (x) < x. Thus we are sure that g λ (x) ∈ (x − a/2, x), and then
x − g λ (x) < a/2 ⇒ w(x) < 0. So the optimal value is y * = y 0 = g λ (x).
(b) x ∈ (t * 1 , t * 3 ). We have P (x − a/2) > 0 and P (x) > 0. Due to the proof of Lemma 3.1, one possible situation is that there are two roots y 0 and y 1 within interval (x − a/2, x). But we can exclude this case. This is because, by formula (3.7), Here ϕ/3 ∈ [π/6, π/2]. So y 0 − y 1 ≥ (a+x) 3 . Also we have x > t * 1 > a/2 when λ > a 2 2(a+1) . Thus y 0 − y 1 > a/2, which is in contradiction with the assumption that both y 0 and y 1 ∈ (x − a/2, x).
So there are no roots for P (t) = 0 in (x − a/2, x). Then we know y 0 = g λ (x) <
x − a/2. That is to say, w(x) > 0, so the optimal value is y * = 0.
Appendix C: Continuity of TL1 threshold function at t * 2 when λ ≤ a 2
2(a+1)
Threshold operator H λ,a (·) is defined as H λ,a (x) = 0, if |x| ≤ t; g λ (x), if |x| > t.
When λ ≤ a 2 2(a+1) , threshold value t = t * 2 = λ a+1 a . To prove continuity as seen in Fig. 2 , we just need to check that g λ (t * 2 ) = g λ (−t * 2 ) = 0. According to formula (3.6), we substitute x = λ a+1 a into function ϕ(·), then cos(ϕ) = 1 − 27λa(a + 1) 2(a + x) 3 = 1 − 27λa(a + 1) 2(a + λ a+1 a ) 3 .
1. Firstly, consider λ = a 2 2(a+1) . Then x = t * 2 = a 2 , so ϕ = arccos(−1) = π. Thus cos(ϕ/3) = 1 2 . Take this into function g λ , it is easy to check that g λ (t * 2 ) = 0. 25 2. Then, suppose λ < a 2 2(a+1) . In this case, x = t * 2 > t * 1 , so we have inequalities −1 < d = cos(ϕ) = 1 − 27λa(a + 1) 2(a + λ a+1 a ) 3 < 1.
From here, we know cos( ϕ 3 ) ∈ ( 1 2 , 1). Due to triple angle formula: 4 cos 3 . Further, it is easy to check that g λ (t * 2 ) = 0.
